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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this work is to study conditions for the global asymptotic 
stability of the differential equation 
i(t) = ax(t) - bx(t - r(t)), (1) 
where x(t): R+ + R is the real scalar dependent variable, R+ denotes the 
nonnegative real semi-axis, a and b are real constants, r(t) is a piecewise 
continuous real scalar function of t, t E R, and moreover z(t) is assumed to 
be bounded and such that 
0 < T(t) Gt. (2) 
For this problem, the results for the system with constant delay are well 
known [S] and there remains nothing to prove. Cooke and Ferreira [3] 
generalized these results to the case with distributed delays in a more 
general form. Myschkis [lo] studied the delayed system given in terms of 
a Stieltjes integral equation, 
i(t)=Jo+m x(t - s) dr(t, 8) +f(t), 
where the kernel r(t, s) is continuous in the mean in the sense 
lim 
I +m Ir(t, s)-r(x,s)I ds=O. r-+x 0 
In relation to the present Eq. (1) we find in his works the following results 
for the case of a = 0 and t(t) is continuous; namely if 0 < b?,, < 1 then all 
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the solutions tend to zero as t -+ + cc; if hr, = 5, all the solutions are 
bounded; and for bz, < i there exist unbounded solutions of (1) (See also 
Lillo [9]). In the case of constant delays or distributed delays the present 
problem is reduced to solving the characteristic equation, while for the case 
of time varying delays such a method is not applicable. Clearly (1) can be 
reduced to the case a=0 by the transformation y(t) =exp( -at) x(t). 
However, to study the stability of the null solution this transformation is 
not convenient and Lillo’s results are not adequate for this purpose. The 
insertion of a constant a #O makes the problem more complicated. The 
analysis of the delay-independent stability [6, l] provides an ingenious 
method to avoid the difficulty of solving characteristic equations, which 
becomes more intricate in higher order cases. For some systems with time 
varying delays this method is also applicable [I]. However, in this method, 
delayed terms always produce destabilizing effects. Therefore it is not 
applicable when, as is the case here fore h b 0, the delay term works as a 
stabilizing force. 
In this paper a necessary and sufficient condition for the delay-inde- 
pendent stability of (1) has been derived using a different method on the 
assumption that the delays are bounded above by a finite number ro. 
2. STATEMENT 0~ THE PROBLEM 
We will consider the following problem: 
Problem. Under what condition on a, b, r. will the system (1) be 
globally asymptotically stable for every delay function r(t) satisfying (2)? 
In the case in which delay t(t) = t ( = constant delay) it is well known 
that a necessary and sufficient condition, provided that r < ro, is that both 
at, < bz, 
and 
(a~o)~ + (qJ2 > @To)* 
hold where wP is a scalar constant satisfying 
oP = (are) tan(o,). 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Let Do denote the set of pairs (ar,, bt,) satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). Do can 
also be defined as 
Then on this region the following lemma is obtained (see Appendix). 
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LEMMA 1. Let (a~,, bz,) E Do. Then euery monotonic solution of (1) with 
t(t) satisfying (2) converges to x = 0 as t -t co. 
In Section 3, a necessary condition for the above stated problem is 
presented, indicating that the region Do which is the delay-independent 
stability region for constant delays is not the right one for nonconstant 
delays. We will not discuss this further in this paper. 
3. A NECESSARY CONDITION 
Let D denote the set of the pairs (a~,, bz,) such that if a pair 
(a~~, bro)e D then (1) is globally asymptotically stable independently of 
the delay function z(t), provided T(I) satisfies (2). Of course D c Do. For 
brevity a~~, bz, are written as a,, bo, respectively, below. The above lemma 
indicates that if there exists a solution y(t) which does not converge to zero 
as I + co then for any constant c such that c > 0 the function 
x,,,(t) = Y(C + t), t>o 
cannot be monotonic. This is the basic motivation for considering the 
following solution as a test function for stability. 
Now, let x(t) be a function such that x(0) > 0 and which verifies a 
differential equation which assumes alternatively one of the two forms 
~(I)=ax(t)-boo~a~rox(l-8), for t(2k) < t < l’2k + ‘) 7 (4) . - 
i(r)=u~(t)-b~,m,i~~~x(r-~), for pk+l)<t<p+2) 9 (5) . - 
for k = 0, 1, . . . where tCk) denotes the point at which i(t) = 0. It is assumed 
that t(O) = 0 and that there exists no critical point other than ttk) (see 
Fig. 1). 
It is clear that the above equation belongs to the class of equations we 
are now considering. Let x,(l) be the solution of the above equation with 
the initial curve x,(e) satisfying 
x,(O) > 0 and for 0~ [-to, 01. (6) 
It is well known that if la\ > lb\ and a < 0 then any solution of (1) con- 
verges to x = 0 as t -+ co independently of delay t(t). (Refer to Hale [S] or 
Halanay [43.) Therefore in the sequel we assume a > 0 or b > --a ~0. 
Because of (6), Eq. (4) is equivalent to 
iJ t) = ux,( t ) - bx,(O) (7) 
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FIG. 1. Particular solution x,,(t) 
for O<t<r, and to 
i,(t) = a,( 2) - bx,( f - To) (8) 
for t = r. if t(l) > r,,. Since D c Do, cl0 and 6, must satisfy a, < b,. Therefore 
x,(t) is monotonically decreasing and does not stop decreasing as long as 
x,(t) > 0. Thus x,( t(‘)) < 0 provided f(i) exists and is finite. Denote by L the 
length of the largest interval starting from 0 along which iP ~0. If 
L < + co we have t(i) = L. Let us now briefly discuss for what case this 
number i becomes infinite; that is, x,(t) monotonically tends to x = 0 as 
t + + cc. Clearly in this case the characteristic equation 
-A = a - b exp(lz,) (9) 
must have a positive solution. A straightforward calculation of extremal 
values of the function i + a - b exp(Ar,) shows that this will happen if and 
only if 
a, < 6, d exp(u, - 1). (10) 
The above region, denoted by D’, is presented in Fig. 2. 
Next assume (a,, b,) does not satisfy this condition. In this case L is 
finite. Next by the similarity of Eqs. (4) and (5), we obtain tck) = kL. It is 
also clear by this similarity that the ratio x,(nL)/x,((n - 1) L) (n 2 1) is 
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FIG. 2. Numerical estimation of D. 
constant for t > 0. Thus if Ix,(L)/x,(O)l < 1 then this solution converges to 
the equilibrium point as t -+ co. 
Assume x,(O) = 1; then the above inequality becomes 
x,(L)> -1. (11) 
Clearly, the inequality (11) is a necessary condition for the present 
problem. Numericai calculation suggests that the points (0, 5), (1, I) are 
contained in the set of the points (a,, 6,) which satisfy x,(L)= - 1. 
However, we will not discuss this point further in this paper. 
Now let D* denote the region defined as 
D* = ((a,, b,)l a, < bo, x,(L) > - LO <L < a}, (12) 
where the notation L < co means D’ c D*. Define D2 as D2 = D* - D’. 
Note. Since, for 0 3 t 2 L, (4) can be transformed to the equation 
44s) -=az,y(s)-br,y(s- 1) 
ds 
by the variable transformation t = ros, it is clear that the dependence of D* 
on a, b, r. is given in terms of a,, b. as is shown above. 
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4. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE PROBLEM 
Here we shall prove that if (aO, b,) ED*, then every solution converges 
to x = 0 asymptotically as t --t co and also prove that the equilibrium point 
x = 0 is globally asymptotically stable. For this purpose we may assume L 
is finite. To show this we need only prove that the boundary points (a,, 6,) 
of D' satisfying 
b, = exp(a, - I), (a,, b&D’ (13) 
are all inner points of D*. That means that any sufficiently small 
neighbourhood of the points satisfying (13) is contained in D*. In fact let 
a point (a,, b,) satisfy (a,, b,) ED’. This means the test function derived 
from this pair tends to x = 0 as t --f co. If the above mentioned property of 
the inner point is satisfied, then by increasing only r,,, the point (a,, b,) 
moves to a point (a,, b,)‘e D2 without leaving D*. Note that (a,, 6,) and 
(a,, 6,)’ imply (UT,, bt,) and (UT;, btb) respectively. It is clear that if any 
solutin of (1) with this a, b converges to x = 0 as t -+ + cc for any t(r) 
satisfying 
0 <T(t) d Tb, 
then apparently the same property holds for any r(r) satisfying 
0 <T(f) < T,, < Tb. 
This is what we want to show. 
Assume that the point (a,, b,) satisfying (13) is not an inner point of D*. 
Then there exists a series of points (a:, 6:) such that (at, b$) + (a,, b,) ad 
k -+ 00. Each of these points (a:, 6: ) gives test functions xi(t). Here we 
may assume that differential equations defining these test functions differ 
only in the variable r. and have the same values of a and b. All of these 
functions must have finite points tk such that xE(tk) = -1. Continuous 
dependence of the test functions on parameters implies that the test func- 
tion derived from this (a,, 6,) must have a point tr such that x,,(t,) < 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
For the sake of simplicity we will denote ~,(t’~‘) as Sk. Then we obtain 
the following Lemma 2, which plays the key role in this paper. To state the 
lemma, let us first choose a test function among the translations of xP. We 
will consider z(t) as z(t) = x,(t + L). Now let x be a function defined on 
[ -ro, LJ continuous on its domain and such that 
dx(t) 
-=ux(f)-bx(t-T(t)), 
dt 
for O<t<L, (14) 
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for some function r(t) continuous and satisfying for 0 6 t < L 
0 < z(t) < To (2)’ 
instead of (2). 
LEMMA 2. Assume that (a,, 6,) ED* (which particularly implies that 
b0 > 0), and suppose that x(L) = c(z( L) f or a certain positive constant CC Also 
assume x(t) satisfies dx( t)/dt 3 0 at t = L. Then there exists ta, --to < ta < L, 
such that 
x(P) = az(0) and dx(t) >. 
-z-’ 
at t = t’. 
Proof Before the proof of the lemma we shall state the following 
proposition which is fundamental in the subsequent discussion and 
postpone its proof to an appendix. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose x(t) and y(t) are real continuous and differen- 
tiable scalar functions defined on intervals (a’, b’) and (a2, b’), respectively. 
Assume these intervals satisfy b’ - a’ > b2 - a2 and x(t) is strictly monotoni- 
cally increasing in this interval. In this case if they satisfv x(b’) = y(b2), 
x(a’) > y(a’), then there exist points 8, ci~ (a’, b’), i= 1, 2, such that 
x(c’) = Y(C’), i(2) < j(c’) 
6’ -cl > b2 - c2. 
(15.1) 
(15.2) 
Now we prove Lemma 2. Define the set K as 
K=((t,s)10<t,s<Lx(t)=ctz(s),andx(t-r(t))~u,~~,,z(s-B)}. 
. . 
(16) 
Note that assuming that x(t) = CIZ(S), the other assumption is equivalent to 
i(t) > ai( It is clear that the set K is a compact subset of [0, L] x [0, L]. 
Note 
s=inf{s: (t, S)E K for some t}. 
Because K is compact, there is in fact a point t* such that (t*, s) E K. 
Suppose first that s < ro. Then we will have 
x(t* -t(t*))<~(~~j~~~z(s-t3) 
. . 
< az(0). 
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Denote by t the first value of t starting from the right where x(t)=ocz(O). 
We then have i(t) B 0. In that case we are done. 
Suppose now that s > zO. We will prove that this cannot occur. By defini- 
tion t* satisfies x(t*) = az(s) and 
x(t*-r(t*))<az(s-70) 
< az(s - t(t*)). (17) 
In view of Proposition 1 we can assert that there exist numbers 0 <a’, 
CS* -C r(t*) such that 
and 
x(t*-z(t*)+o’)=az(s--r(t*)+a*) (18) 
$t* - t(t*) + a’) 3 ai(s - t(t*) + 02), (19) 
which means that 
But this contradicts the property of s of being the infimum of the projection 
of K on the s-axis. And this completes the proof. fl 
We can extend this result slightly. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Lemma 2 holds even when t(t) satisfies (2) in place 
of (2’). 
Proof: Assume there exists a continuous function z(t) which satisfies (2) 
and not (2’). Define t,(t) for this .r(t) as 
(n > 1). 
Then it is clear that all these T,(t) satisfy (2’) and therefore every solution 
of (14) with z,(t) in place of z(t) satisfies the property of Lemma 2. On the 
other hand the property z,(t) -+ z(t) as n -+ co for all 0 < t < L and the 
property of continuity of the solution on the argument of the equation 
imply that the solution of (14) must satisfy the statement of Lemma 2 for 
any s(t) satisfying (2). 1 
LEMMA 3. Zf (a,, b,) E D*, then every solution of (1) is bounded as long 
as z(t) is continuous and satisfies (2). 
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Proof: First we should note that every solution of (1) satisfies the 
inequality 
x(t)< max Ix(e)1 ew((bl + Ibl)t) (20) 
--rO<BCO 
provided it exists. That means every solution grows at most exponentially 
and does not tend to infinity in finite time provided it exists. 
Assume there exists a solution x,(t) which is not bounded. In this case 
we may assume that there exists a sequence of points (t”} such that t” -+ cc 
as n -P 00 and each t” satisfies 
x,( t”) = Ip; x,( l9). 
Here we may assume x,(t) > 0, t” > 2L + 2t,. On the other hand the 
linearity of (1) and Lemma 2 indicate that there exists a point t’ such that 
x,(t’) = (So/S,)2 x,(t”) and t” - 2(L + zo) < t’ < t”, which contradicts the 
definition of x,(t). Any solution cannot be unbounded whenever it 
exists. fi 
Now we proceed to the proof of the main theorem. 
THEOREM. For the system (1) to be globally asymptotically stable it is 
necessary and sufficient that (ao, b,) satisfies (a,, b,) ED*. That means 
D=D*. 
Proof. Only the sufficiency part of the proof is required. First we prove 
that every existing solution converges to 0 as t tends to infinity on the 
assumption that the delay function t(t) is continuous. Assume there exists 
a solution x,(t) which does not converge to zero as t -+ cc. Since x,(t) is 
bounded, we can chose a finite series of numbers (~1”) which satisfies for 
an arbitrarily chosen sequence of numbers It”}, t” + co (n + co), the 
inequality 
an = sup ix,(s)]. 
131” 
The assumption that x,(t) does not converge to zero as t + cc indicates the 
existence of a positive constant E such that 
CT > E, for all n > 0. (21) 
On the other hand x,(t) was proved to satisfy the inequality 
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where L, = L + rO, which implies 
for all n > 1. Since IS1/SOl < 1, this indicates that the existence of an c 
satisfying (21) is impossible. That is, for any E > 0 there exists t, such that 
the above defined tl, satisfies a, <E, which means the solution is globally 
asymptotically stable. We can derive from the above inequality that 
where 
IIx,(WLO = sup Ix(e)1 
r-Lo<tl<r 
and a, j? are constants such that 
exp(a&) = P = (l&/S, I). 
This means the system is globally exponentially stable. 
So far we have assumed that the delay function r(t) is continuous. Now 
we will extend the above results to the case in which 7(r) satisfying (2) is 
a piecewise continuous function. It is well known that for this 7(t) and for 
any positive constant E,, we can find a continuous function 7,(t) which 
satisfies (2) and moreover satisfies the inequality 
for fixed Lo. Then (1) can be written as 
The remark in [7, Chap. 71 asserts that if a linear functional differential 
equation is exponentially stable then it is also asymptotically stable in the 
presence of a disturbance R(t, x,(0)), added to the RHS of the equation, if 
it is bounded sufftciently small in the mean; that is, if it satisfies, for 
sufficiently small d,, and for any t > 0, 
where T is a certain constant. 
As we can easily prove that the present system verifies the above 
criterion, we finish our discussion here. 1 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the system (1) to be globally 
asymptotically stable independently of delays was given on the assumption 
that the upper bound of the delay is known. The exact estimation of the 
region D in relation to Do or to the results by Myschkis will be put off until 
a later time. 
APPENDIX 1: PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
Since it is well known that if a < 0, --a > 161 then the system (1) is 
globally asymptotically stable [4, 51, we consider only the case b >O in 
what follows. Assume there exist a pair of coefficients (a,, b,), a delay 
function z(t), and a function x(0), for which the solution x(t) of 
i(t) = ax(t) - bx(t - T(t)) (Al) 
increases monotonically to a certain positive value (which may be +co) as 
t -+ 00. In this case we may assume this initial curve is a monotonically 
increasing function and x(0) > 0. 
Let y(t) be the solution of 
P(r) = ay(f) - b(r - to) (AZ) 
with the same coefficients as (Al) and with the same initial data x(e). Note 
that x and y satisfy for kr, < t 6 (k + 1) zO, k 2 0, 
x(t) = x(kz,) ear - 
s 
’ be a(r-u)X(U - ?(U)) du, 
h 
(A3) 
y(t) = y(kz,) ear - ji,, b&-“)y(u - zo) du. 
Assume there exists a positive constant yk such that y(kr,)= ykx(kro), 
y(t) < ykX(t), and y(f) is monotonically increasing for t < kr,. Then x and 
y satisfy 
y(t)-y&t)= j~~~be~“-Y’(YkX(U-T(U))-Y(U-TO))dU 
> a(‘-“)(ykx(U - To) - y( - To)) du > 0. (A4) 
Therefore y(t) > 7,$(t) for kt, < t < (k + 1) r. and the difference 
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y(t) -ykx(t) is monotonically increasing in this interval. Because x(t) is 
monotonically increasing, this means j)(t) is also monotonically increasing 
for kr, < t ,< (k + 1) TV. Since x(t) and v(t) start from the same initial data, 
y(t) is monotone increasing and x(t) < y(t) for 0 < t < Q. We may choose 
yk = y(kz,)/x(ktO), k > 1, y0 = 1. Then yk + , > yk. This implies y(t) is 
monotonically increasing for t > 0, which is a contradiction. 
APPENDIX 2: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
Let I’, I’, J’, 5’ denote intervals [a’, b’], [a’, b2], [~(a’), x(b’)], and 
[~(a’), y(Z?)], respectively. The assumption of J’ c J2, ~(a’) = y(a2), and 
the continuity of y imply the existence of a point a” E I2 such that 
[~(a”), y(b2)] = J’. Denote the interval [a2’, b2] as I”. Because x is a 
strictly increasing function, we can define an inverse function x-‘: J’ -+ I’ 
and also a function x-’ oy: I” + I’. The differentiability of x--’ 0 y, which 
is derived from the same properties of x and y, the inequality 
b’ -u’ > b2 - u2, and the Mean Value Theorem assure the existence of a 
point C’ such that 
dx-‘y h’-a’, 1 
-=b2-a2 7 dt 
at t=c’. 
This implies the existence of points c’ and c2 satisfying the proposed 
properties. 
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